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Understanding the generation and control of atomic forces in optically excited molecules and materials is of importance to a number of areas, including photocatalysis [1] , efficient renewable energy, laser annealing of materials, and, increasingly, in furthering our understanding of strongly correlated and charge-density-wave systems [2] . Ultrafast optical spectroscopy has proven to be a powerful tool in the study of structural and electronic dynamics and the effect of optical excitation on materials, with temporal resolution on the tens-of-femtoseconds level readily accessible [3] . More recently, time-resolved x-ray diffraction has allowed us to directly measure the evolution of atomic displacements on a subpicosecond time scale following photoexcitation [4] [5] [6] . With such optical and x-ray experimental studies now available, the development of new, quantitative theoretical methods, which can validate proposed mechanisms, is crucial for our understanding of the factors controlling the generation of forces driving atomic motion.
Bismuth has been one of the prototypical materials used in pump-probe reflectivity experiments due to its large vibrational response to optical excitation [7] [8] [9] [10] . In particular, high-symmetry coherent A 1g phonons can be generated through a mechanism termed displacive excitation of coherent phonons (DECP) [11] , which is directly related to the absorptive part of the Raman response [12] . The symmetry-breaking E g mode has also been detected in these experiments but the mechanism for its generation has been unclear.
The conventional DECP mechanism only generates forces with the full symmetry of the underlying crystal and therefore is not effective in driving atomic motion of E g symmetry. Zijlstra et al. [13] suggested that coherent E g phonon motion is a result of anharmonic coupling to the DECP-driven A 1g mode, although the E g amplitude estimated by this mechanism is much smaller than that observed. Recent experimental work [7] , which measured the decay rate of the force driving the E g mode in bismuth, found that the E g force lifetime varies from 13 fs at low temperature to 2 fs at room temperature and suggested that this low-symmetry force may arise from an initial unbalanced occupation of symmetry-equivalent regions in the Brillouin zone, which rapidly decays via electron-phonon scattering to a fully symmetric occupation. A similar conclusion was also reached in recent x-ray diffraction measurements of the E g mode in bismuth [5] , where the magnitude of the atomic displacements associated with the E g phonon was directly measured.
There have been several theoretical investigations of the DECP mechanism driving the A 1g mode in recent years [10, [14] [15] [16] and all have shown excellent agreement between their density functional theory (DFT) based predictions and experimental measurements despite various approaches to treating the excited electron-hole plasma used in different theoretical studies. However, a quantitative first-principles analysis of the mechanism driving the lower-symmetry E g mode has thus far been lacking. Because of the very short lifetime of this force, it is clear that the initial optically excited electronic distribution is important, and that the effect of optical polarization and optical transition dipole matrix elements should be accounted for explicitly. Time-dependent DFT based calculations of E g mode generation have been performed previously [17] for antimony. However, the model optical pulse used in these calculations was more than an order of magnitude higher fluence and significantly shorter duration than that used in the experiment. Moreover, the lifetime of the E g driving force due to final-state scattering [7] was not accounted for, leading to results that do not correspond directly to experiment.
In this Letter, we use linear response theory to calculate the driving force on the E g mode immediately following photoexcitation, demonstrate that the amplitude of atomic vibrations generated is consistent with experimental observations of the force lifetime [7] and amplitude of atomic motion [5] , and provide for the first time an understanding of such lower-symmetry forces, based on first-principles electronic structure theory. The method developed here neglects electronic coherence and many-body interactions during the photon absorption process itself, but goes beyond the conventional DECP approach and is applicable to the calculation of atomic forces in a range of molecular and condensed matter systems.
The bismuth unit cell is rhombohedral, with one atom at the origin and a second at a distance zc along the body diagonal (c axis)-see Fig. 1 . The internal atomic displacement parameter z is very sensitive to the excitation of electrons to higher bands. This allows for DECP generation of large coherent A 1g motion, which corresponds to oscillation of the parameter z. In contrast, the E g mode corresponds to atomic movement perpendicular to the c axis, which breaks the threefold rotational symmetry of the rhombohedral structure and therefore is not driven by the conventional DECP mechanism.
When photons from an optical pump pulse are absorbed, electrons are excited from the valence bands into the conduction bands, altering the interatomic forces. Because of the dependence of the optical transition matrix elements on the polarization of the electric field E, the photoexcited charge density Δρ and associated atomic forces may have symmetry lower than that of the lattice. As electron-hole pairs are excited by photons from the optical pump, they are continually being scattered due to electron-electron and electron-phonon interaction, leading to rapid decay of the low-symmetry component of the excited carrier distribution and of the corresponding lowsymmetry atomic forces [7] . Within this semiclassical framework for the carrier creation and relaxation, the time dependence of the atomic force F can be expressed as
where n opt is the optically excited carrier distribution (in the absence of scattering), ∂F=∂n opt is the dependence of the force on n opt , dn=dt is the photon absorption rate, and 1=τ F is the decay rate of the low-symmetry component of the optically excited distribution due to carrier scattering. We calculate the term ð∂F=∂tÞ opt by constraining the excited distribution of electrons and holes in the system with populations proportional to the (linear) optical absorption in the single-particle approximation [18] :
where E is the electric field amplitude of the incident radiation at frequency ω, p nm is the momentum operator matrix element between bands m and n, ℏω nk and jΨ nk i are the electron energy and eigenstate for the band at momentum k, and δ is the Dirac delta function. The change in electronic density immediately following photon absorption is then proportional to
The imaginary part of the linear susceptibility χ [19] gives the band-by-band decomposition of the absorption as a function of photon energy and polarization, which we need to describe the initial photoexcited electronic distribution. This provides details of the bands and k points where electrons and holes will be initially excited for a given incident photon energy and polarization. We have used this to generate explicit occupation numbers for each band and k point, so that the change in occupation of each state following excitation is proportional to the optical absorption to or from that state. These band occupations were then used in a subsequent constrained DFT calculation [20] to find the change in electronic density and the induced forces on the atoms [21] .
We performed constrained DFT calculations on bismuth using the ABINIT code package [22] . The calculation of the dielectric function from the OPTIC code was modified to generate the band and k-point decomposition of the absorption needed to describe the excited system [23] . The calculated changes in charge density when 1.5 eV zor x-polarized photons are absorbed are shown in Fig. 2 . The breaking of the threefold rotational symmetry by the excited carriers when x-polarized photons are absorbed is clearly visible in Fig. 2(a) [24] . This symmetry breaking leads to a nonzero x component of the atomic force, exciting the E g phonon mode. (There is also a net force in the z direction, which drives the A 1g mode.) In contrast, z-polarized photons lead to a distribution of excited carriers that preserves the threefold symmetry and can only drive the A 1g phonon mode [see Fig. 2(b) ]. The forces we have calculated as a function of photon energy and polarization (assuming that 0.1 photons are absorbed per unit cell) are shown in Fig. 3 . In the linear regime considered here, the initial atomic forces are proportional to the density of optically excited carriers n opt , so that the values of the force shown in Fig. 3 are equal to 0.1 × ð∂F=∂n opt Þ and atomic forces for other densities may be found by scaling the values in Fig. 3 .
The forces calculated above are due to optical absorption only, corresponding to the imaginary part of the dielectric function ϵ. In addition, there is in principle a force due to the real part of ϵ, which is present only while the optical radiation is present in the material. The contributions to the phonon driving force due to real and imaginary parts of ϵ are analyzed in Ref. [25] . There it was shown that their relative magnitudes for optical radiation at frequency ω on a phonon of frequency Ω are approximately given by dReðϵÞ=dω and 2iImðϵÞ=Ω, respectively. These terms are shown in the inset to Fig. 3 for the E g mode [26] . The dominance of the force due to the imaginary part of ϵ indicates that the force due to optical absorption calculated above dominates over other optical contributions.
In Table I we have compared these forces to those that would be obtained using the DECP occupation schemes employed in previous theoretical studies. Here the "single Fermi-Dirac" occupation refers to the approach used in Refs. [14] [15] [16] , where the excited electron-hole distribution is represented by occupying the electronic states with a high-temperature Fermi-Dirac distribution. The occupation scheme referred to as "two chemical potential" was used in Ref. [10] and involves representing the excited electrons and holes using a Fermi-Dirac distribution but allowing for different valence and conduction band chemical potentials. The difference in the A 1g driving force F z , as shown in Table I , for 1.5 eV photons is minor between calculations using one or two chemical potentials with Fermi-Dirac occupation of states. We note also that the photoexcited electronic density obtained with both DECP schemes show only minor differences to that shown in Fig. 2(b) . However, F z is substantially larger for both the xand z-polarized occupations derived from the optical absorption. This demonstrates that there is a significant difference between the initial A 1g force and the (smaller) DECP force, to which it decays after electronic relaxation.
We have also calculated the real and imaginary frequency-dependent dielectric function [27] (see Fig. 4 ). Despite the general limitations of DFT in describing 3 (color online) . The calculated forces on a bismuth atom versus energy of the absorbed photons for both zand x-polarized photons. The number of photons absorbed is 0.1 per unit cell, corresponding to an excitation of 1% of the valence electrons. The x (z) component of the force is shown as a solid (dashed) line, and red (blue) indicates the polarization of the photons is in the x (z) direction. The inset shows the relative magnitudes of the forces driving the E g mode due to the real and imaginary parts of ϵ using the expressions from Ref. [25] . The red dashed line shows the contribution from the (absorptive) imaginary part, given by 2iImðϵÞ=ðℏΩÞ, and the blue solid line shows the contribution from the real part given by dReðϵÞ=dω=ℏ. The dominance of the absorptive contribution is clearly visible. conduction band states, and the absence of many-body coherence effects, the agreement between the calculated and measured dielectric function [28] is remarkably good in this case, indicating that the optical absorption properties, i.e., the optical excitation energies and transition matrix elements, are well described in the DFT band structure [29] .
The value of C E g ¼ ð∂F E g =∂n opt Þ can be used with the measured lifetime of the E g force τ F from Ref. [7] , and the measured decay rate γ E g of the E g mode amplitude from Ref. [5] , to obtain the amplitude of motion of the atoms when the E g phonon is excited, which can be compared to the recent x-ray measurements of Ref. [5] . Using the methods in Ref. [32] , we simulate the motion of the atoms as a function of depth in the sample, explicitly taking account of the finite duration and penetration depth of the pump pulse and the depth profile and rapid decay of the E g -symmetry electronic distribution. Details of these calculations are given in the Supplemental Material [33] . This yields a predicted peak measured amplitude of the relative displacements of the atoms in the x direction of 0.28 pm, in very good agreement with the experimental results which show a first maximum of approximately 0.2 pm. Because of the rapid decay of the E g -symmetry component of the photoexcited carrier distribution, carriers that diffuse into the bulk do not significantly drive the E g phonon. Hence, we find that the coherent E g phonon amplitude is significant only within the optical absorption depth. This is in contrast to the A 1g phonon amplitude, which is driven by the much longer-lived A 1g component of the carrier distribution and does not show the same rapid decay with depth.
The simulation results for the E g amplitude are well represented if one assumes the initial velocity for the average atomic displacementū x , within the x-ray absorption depth z X is given by
where V c is the cell volume, E is the incident polarization, and F abs is the absorbed pump fluence, and the subsequent dynamics follow Eq. (12) of Ref. [5] with zero applied force. This gives almost identical results to the full simulation described in the previous paragraph.
In conclusion, we have developed a new, first-principles method for calculating atomic forces in photoexcited materials, which accounts for optical polarization in the absorption process, enabling us to go beyond previous approaches and predict short-lived, lower-symmetry forces that are consistent with experiment. We have shown that the optically excited forces calculated here are consistent with force relaxation times and the amplitudes of motion recently observed for E g motion in bismuth, thus demonstrating that the mechanism of polarization-dependent electronic excitation investigated here plays a dominant role in driving low-symmetry phonon motion in optically excited materials.
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